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The Experience of Foreign Central Banks with Published Forecasts1 

1.  Introduction 

This paper surveys how the publication of forecasts by nine foreign central banks has influenced 
their conduct and communication of monetary policy.2  All central banks in the advanced foreign 
economies have started to publish some sort of forecast in the past fifteen years or so.3  These 
forecasts are typically published in a quarterly report, which also documents recent 
developments in the economy and may provide answers to policy-related questions.  One 
motivation for publishing the forecast has been the growing recognition that independent central 
banks need to be accountable to the public.  The forecast demonstrates the analysis and reasoning 
behind monetary policy decisions, which may help the public better understand monetary policy 
and may build confidence and credibility.  Another motivation is the belief that publication of 
forecasts may help anchor inflation expectations and thereby make monetary policy more 
effective and lower the economic cost of achieving price stability.  In this discussion we will 
cover foreign central banks’ experience with respect to ownership and production of the forecast, 
content (e.g. horizon, variables included, policy rate assumption, uncertainty), specifics of 
publication, and consequences of publication. 

To summarize the main points in this paper: 
• Most of the central banks we surveyed make their published forecast a prominent part of 

their communications.  Central banks with inflation targets regularly discuss where inflation 
is expected to be in the next few years relative to their inflation objective. 

• In most cases, the published forecast is that of the policymakers, but how involved 
policymakers are in producing the forecast varies considerably across institutions. 

• A few of the central banks publicly show members’ dissents with the baseline forecast. 

1 Meredith Beechey, David Bowman, Tom Connors, Spencer Dale, Matthew Denes, Etienne Gagnon, Dale 

2 We study self-described inflation targeters—Bank of Canada (BoC), Bank of England (BoE), Bank of Sweden 
(Sveriges Riksbank), Bank of Norway (Norges Bank), Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ), Reserve Bank of 
Australia (RBA)—as well as the European Central Bank (ECB), the Bank of Japan (BoJ) and the Swiss National 
Bank (SNB).  
3 The Federal Reserve Board led the way in this regard: it has published policymakers’ projections of both inflation 
and economic activity in its semi-annual Monetary Policy Report since July 1979. 

Henderson, Steven Kamin, Karen Johnson, Michael Leahy, Athanasios Orphanides, Nathan Palmer, David Wilcox, 
and others contributed material or comments for this note. We would also like to thank  (Norges 
Bank),  (Swiss National Bank), (Bank of Japan), (Bank of Canada), 

(Sveriges Riksbank), (formerly at the Reserve Bank of New Zealand), and 
 (Reserve Bank of Australia) for information on their institutions. 
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• The extent of detail in the published forecasts varies considerably across central banks.  
Some banks publish numerical forecasts (in graphs or tables) going out several years for a 
large number of economic variables, some are explicit about the conditioning assumptions 
underlying their forecasts, and some provide a detailed description of the uncertainty 
surrounding the forecast.  In contrast, at others the published forecast is descriptive, with few 
or no tables or charts, a shorter forecast horizon, vaguely defined conditioning assumptions, 
and relatively little discussion of risks.  Table 1 summarizes these details. 

• On balance, the extent of detail published has increased over time.  Although some central 
banks have kept their discussions of the outlook mainly qualitative and focused on inflation 
and its risks, others have lengthened the forecast horizon, increased the number of variables 
published (including the output gap), included more information about conditioning 
assumptions such as the path of the policy interest rate, and provided more information about 
how uncertain their forecasts are. 

• Most central banks publish a forecast three or four times a year, at the time of a policy 
meeting or shortly thereafter, and all hold press conferences or testify in front of their 
countries’ legislature. 

• Many observers seem to agree that published forecasts have improved the communication of 
central banks.  In addition, one might interpret the increasing number of central banks who 
publish a forecast and the increased detail of those forecasts as a sign that central banks have 
found published forecasts useful.  However, we do not find much quantitative evidence that 
publishing forecasts has improved monetary policy communications or economic outcomes 
(just as it has been difficult to find clear evidence that a formal inflation target leads to better 
inflation performance). 

• Despite substantial differences across central banks in the content and characterization of 
published forecasts, we cannot discern substantial differences in how these publications 
affected market expectations or economic performance.  More forecast detail may not 
necessarily be better, or central banks may be trying to achieve different purposes with their 
published forecasts. 

• Various assessments of central banks’ forecasts have been published, and generally they find 
that central banks have good track records, at least compared with outside forecasters.   
When obvious forecast errors are made, central banks often explain them in their regular 
reports, or in speeches and testimonies. 

• Although central banks occasionally have confronted difficulties associated with their 
forecasts, we were unable to find any episodes where the problems were serious. 

2.  Why Central Banks Should (or Should Not) Publish Forecasts 

While this paper cannot do justice to the burgeoning literature on monetary policy, 
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Table 1:  Details on Publicly Available Central Bank Forecasts 

New Zealand Canada United Kingdom Sweden Australia Norway ECB Switzerland Japan 

Forecast first 
published 

June 1988 May 1995 February 1993 October 1993 January 1995 December 1994 December 2000 December 
1999 

October 2000 

Whose Forecast? Governor Governing Council Monetary Policy 
Committee 

Executive 
Board 

Entire Bank Executive Board Staff Entire Bank Policy Board 

# of members 6 9 6 7 7 18 3 9 

Where forecasts are 
published 

Monetary Policy 
Statement 

Monetary Policy 
Report and 

Monetary Policy 
Report Update 

Inflation Report Inflation 
Report 

Statement on 
Monetary Policy Inflation Report 

ECB Staff 
Macroeconomic 
Projections and 

Eurosystem Staff 
Macroeconomic 

Projections 

Monetary 
Policy Report 
(in Quarterly 

Bulletin) 

Outlook for 
Economic Activity 

and Prices 

How Dissent of 
Forecast is Noted In Minutes In Minutes 

In Proceedings 
(only released after 

12 years) 

Range, central 
tendency, and 

median of Board 
members’ 

forecasts. In 
minutes.  

Other commentary 
at release 

Press conference 
and presentation 
to Bank’s Board 

Press conference, 
testimony to 

Parliament after 
Full Report 

Press conference, 
testimony to 
Parliament 

Press 
conference; 
Semi-annual 
testimony to 

Rikstag  

Semi-annual 
testimony to 
Parliament 

Press conference Press conference 
Press 

conference 
(2/year) 

Press conference 

Timing of release 
relative to policy 

meeting 

Day of policy 
announcement 

Within 1 week 
after policy 

announcement 

6 days after policy 
announcement 

Day of policy 
announcement 

Monday 
following 

Tuesday of 
policy 

announcement 

Day of policy 
announcement 

Day of policy 
announcement 

Day of policy 
announcement 

Day of policy 
announcement 

When is forecast 
finalized 

In practice about 
2 week prior to 

publication 

At policy meeting 
(Friday before 
announcement) 

At policy meeting 
About 1 week 

before 
publication 

2 days before 
publication 

About 5 days prior 
to publication 

 About 2 weeks 
before publication 

About 2 weeks 
prior to policy 

meeting 
At policy meeting 

Forecasting process 
(for policy makers) 

Staff presents 
initial forecast to 

Governor and 
advisers;  

Revises after 
receiving 
comments 

Council writes 
down after 

receiving staff 
forecast 

Iterative process 
between staff and 

MPC 

Staff forecast 
presented to 
Executive 
Board for 
approval 

Governor 
comments on 
Staff forecast; 

Governor 
presents to 

Policy Board 

Staff presents initial 
forecast to 

Governor;  Revises 
after receiving 

comments 

Staff forecast; 2 
members of Gov. 
Council have joint 
responsibility to 

oversee 

Staff forecast 
with only 

limited input 
from Board 

Board members 
write down after 
receiving staff 

forecast 

Frequency of 
forecast Quarterly 

Full report semi-
annually, updates 

in remaining 
quarters 

Quarterly 3 times a year Quarterly 3 times a year Quarterly (Both 
Semi-annually) Quarterly Semi-annual 

Frequency of 
variables forecast 

Annual in tables, 
higher frequency 

in charts 

Quarterly in near-
term, annual for 

later years 
Quarterly 

Annual in 
tables, higher 
frequency in 

charts 

No precise 
numbers 

Annual in tables, 
higher frequency in 

charts 
Annual 

Quarterly in 
chart, no 

precise data for 
GDP 

Annual  
(fiscal years) 
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Table 1 (continued):  Details on Publicly Available Central Bank Forecasts 

New Zealand Canada United Kingdom Sweden Australia Norway ECB Switzerland Japan 

Variables forecasted in tables or charts 

Inflation measures CPI, underlying 
inflation, import 

and export 
prices, terms of 
trade, foreign 

inflation 

CPI; CPI excl. 8 
volatile 

components and 
indirect taxes; CPI 

excl. ind. taxes 

CPI (HICP) CPI; CPI excl. 
interest and 

indirect taxes, 
import and 
domestic 

prices, foreign  

No  
(A qualitative 

forecast is 
provided) 

CPI excluding 
energy and real 

taxes, CPI, import 
prices, domestic 

prices, foreign CPI 

Euro-area CPI 
(HICP) 

CPI CPI excluding 
fresh food, 
Domestic 

Corporate Goods 
inflation 

GDP growth Yes and its 
components 

Yes, and its 
components 

Yes Yes, and its 
components 

No Yes and some 
components 

Yes, and 
components 

Yes Yes 

Output gap Yes No No No No Yes No No No 

Other Many including: 
exchange rate, 
productivity, 
foreign GDP, 

current account 
balance, fiscal 
balance, labor 

market variables. 

Foreign GDP, oil 
prices conditioned 
on futures markets 

None Productivity, 
labor market 

variables, fiscal 
balance, 

Foreign GDP, 
oil prices, 

exchange rate. 

None Exchange rate, 
employment 

growth, 
unemployment rate, 

wage growth, 
foreign GDP 

None Foreign GDP, 
oil prices 

None 

Conditioning 
assumption for 

interest rate 

Published 
forecast Not specified 

Market 
expectations and 

constant path 

Market 
expectations;  
will publish 

forecast 

Constant path Published forecast Market expectations Constant path Market 
expectations 

How forecasts are 
presented 

Tables; charts 
for inflation and 

GDP 

GDP and inflation 
in tables and 

charts; rest only 
described in text 

“Fan” charts, data 
provided 2 weeks 
after publication 

“Fan” charts 
for inflation, 
tables and 

charts 

Qualitative 
description with 
a few numbers 
for reference 

“Fan” charts for key 
variables, table of 

means 

Range of values in 
table 

Chart for 
inflation; 

description of 
GDP; rest 

tables 

Range and median 
of individual 

members’ 
forecasts 

Forecast horizon 3 years 2 to 3 years 
3 years;  2 years 
conditioned on 

unchanged policy 
3 to 4 years 2 years 3 to 4 years Current year and 

next  3 years Current and next 
fiscal year 

How risks to forecast are expressed 

Distribution 
measures 

No No “Fan” charts, data 
provided 2 weeks 
after publication 

“Fan” chart for 
inflation 

No “Fan” charts Range No No 

Alternative 
scenarios 

Yes No No No No No No No No 

Discussion of risks Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 
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communication, and the role of forecasts,4 the basic arguments in favor of publishing forecasts 
and providing more detailed forecasts are as follows: 

1. These actions increase the accountability of central banks, which have been given the 
authority by governments to make decisions that can have important consequences for 
economic performance.  Letting the public know how monetary policy decisions are made 
and how they relate to the economic outlook are thus seen as providing a check on this 
delegated authority, which is an important part of governance in a democratic society. 

2. All central banks, whether they explicitly target inflation or not, aim for price stability 
(however defined).  Publishing a forecast may help the public form accurate expectations, 
making it easier for the central bank to anchor pricing behavior and to improve its leverage 
over financial conditions.5 

3. Providing forecasts of other key variables such as GDP or the unemployment rate may be 
valuable in reducing uncertainty about the actual objectives of monetary policy.  Most (if not 
all) central banks try to achieve price stability without generating unnecessary real economic 
variability.  A published forecast that provides information on the central bank’s outlook and 
its goals may improve markets’ and the public’s ability to anticipate changes in official 
interest rates, which may help stabilize the economy.  Some have argued that a central bank 
should also publish an interest rate forecast or go even further and publish its objective 
function, arguing that these actions would increase the predictability of policy in ways that 
are likely to improve the central bank’s ability to achieve its stabilization objectives.6 

Those who argue against the release of detailed forecasts tend to believe that more information 
may be detrimental to peoples’ understanding of the most important message (presumably the 
inflation goal and how it can be achieved).  If too many variables are forecast, the message might 
get clouded and cause public confusion.  In addition, particular variables, for example the output 
gap, may be difficult for the public to understand.7  Others worry that if a central bank releases a 

4 Svensson has made several seminal contributions and has been a leading proponent of central banks’ publishing 
details behind their forecasts.  For instance, Svensson (1997) argued the case for releasing central bank inflation and 
output forecasts.  Svensson (2002) advocated that the central bank should clarify the weight it attaches to real 
economic stability in relation to achieving its inflation objective.  Blinder et al. (2001) analyzed how central banks 
signal their intentions through their talk and Fracasso et al. (2003) assessed the quality of central banks’ regular 
reporting. Geraats (2002) and Woodford (2005) provided good overviews of arguments for central bank 
transparency.
5 Orphanides and Williams (2004) model how an inflation target can help anchor inflation expectations by making it 
easier to estimate future inflation. 
6 See Svensson (various papers), Woodford (2005), Faust and Leeper (2005), and Rudebusch and Williams (2006). 
However, Faust and Henderson (2004) point out that, even in a fairly simple economy, an objective function can be 
complex. 
7 For example, Mishkin (2004) asserts that a central bank should not publish certain variables that may be 
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forecast that later is proved to be wrong, it could lose some credibility, which may damage 
policy effectiveness.  A related point, especially for interest rate forecasts, is that some forecasts 
may be interpreted by the public as a commitment, leading to problems down the road if that 
commitment is not met.8 

3.  Why Do Foreign Central Banks Say They Publish Forecasts? 

Policymakers have discussed many of the reasons cited in the previous section for why they 
publish their forecasts and how much detail they publish, but accountability was the most 
prominent reason cited by the first banks to publish forecasts.  In its summary of the Reserve 
Bank of New Zealand Act of 1989, the Reserve Bank noted that publishing a forecast “is crucial 
to holding the Bank and the Governor accountable for the outcome of monetary policy.”  
Likewise, in October 1992, Chancellor of the Exchequer Norman Lamont asked for the BoE to 
publish an Inflation Report “to make the formation of policy more transparent and our decisions 
more accountable.”9 

Publishing a forecast is now seen by many as part of a broader monetary policy framework.  
Almost all inflation-targeting central banks currently integrate their inflation objective into their 
discussion of their forecast, noting where they expect inflation to be relative to the objective over 
the course of the forecast.  Central banks who do not refer to themselves as inflation targeters, 
such as the ECB and BoJ, make reference to their forecasts when discussing policy decisions, but 
the connection is not as close as for inflation targeters. 

This said, although all the central banks studied have explicit numerical inflation objectives, 
beginning to publish a forecast did not necessarily coincide with the adoption of an inflation 
objective or an “inflation targeting” framework.  For instance, the RBNZ, the first inflation-
targeting central bank, was already publishing details of its forecast at the time the government 
stipulated its inflation objective, although the reforms at the Bank changed how that forecast was 
presented.  Similarly, the Norges Bank began publishing its Inflation Report even when its 
primary goal was to meet an exchange rate target, a number of years before it began inflation 

misinterpreted by the public or by financial markets, such as the output gap and the central bank’s objective 
function.  He says that publishing information is beneficial only to the extent that it serves to simplify 
communication with the public and to help central banks conduct monetary policy.  The publication of output gaps 
and an objective function that includes them is problematic because of the tricky measurement issues associated 
with output gaps and because the public may come to see the mission of the central bank as eliminating short-run 
output fluctuations. 
8 Another point made by Morris and Shin (2002) is that if agents have private information, the central bank’s 
forecast may make signals from financial markets or from surveys less useful.  However, Svensson (2005) and 
Woodford (2005) point out that this result only holds in a very special case. 
9 Recall that at this time the Chancellor of the Exchequer still made monetary policy decisions on the advice of the 
Bank of England.  The Bank was not granted independence until 1997. 
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targeting in March 2001.  In contrast, the Bank of Canada and the Reserve Bank of Australia did 
not publish any forecast for a number of years after adopting an inflation target. 

4.  Ownership and Production of the Forecast 

For most of the central banks studied, the published forecast is intended to represent the views of 
the policymakers rather than the staff.  What differs across institutions is how much the 
policymakers interact with the staff in creating the forecast and whether policymakers who 
disagree with the baseline forecast can signal their dissent.  The first page of table 1 summarizes 
some of these details. 

The structure and size of the policy committee may influence the ownership of the forecast.  Five 
central banks where policy responsibility rests with a small consensus-oriented committee or 
where the Governor has a strong influence on policy (RBNZ, BoC, RBA, Norges Bank, and 
SNB) publish a consensus forecast with no recorded dissents.  The Sveriges Riksbank and the 
Bank of England, inflation targeters with somewhat larger or more diverse committees, each 
publish a consensus forecast but show dissents to that forecast in the minutes of the policy 
meetings.  Two central banks that are not inflation targeters (ECB and BoJ) have large and 
diverse committees and do not publish a consensus forecast; they take different approaches, 
however, with the ECB publishing a staff forecast and the BoJ publishing the range and central 
tendency of individual board members’ forecasts. 

Whose forecast is published and how is it produced? 

The Bank of England presents a forecast that belongs to the majority of the Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC), which shapes the forecast hand-in-hand with the staff over the course of 
about four weeks.  A large number of meetings between staff and the MPC and within the MPC 
itself are needed to iron out the particulars of the forecast.  The staff uses its large dynamic 
general equilibrium model to present options to the committee (although alternative models are 
used as well); the detail in the model enables the committee to make a large number of 
assumptions on which to condition the forecast.  The MPC asks the staff for background 
information and analysis to help shape its views. 

Some observers both inside and outside the BoE have questioned some aspects of this approach.  
In his report on the workings of the Bank of England, Kohn (2001) noted a lack of clarity over 
how the forecast was developed and whose views it represented, given the diverse nature of the 
MPC.  Also noting those concerns, Goodhart (2001) proposed that the Bank of England forecast 
be made by the staff and be the responsibility only of the governor, suggesting that such a change 
would clear up some of the confusion inherent in having a committee responsible for the 
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forecast.  The Independent Bank of England Commission, led by the Shadow Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, suggested that the inflation forecast be a report to the MPC rather than a report of the 
MPC.10  That, however, would reduce the value of the forecast for communicating the MPC’s 
views upon which policy is based. 

With the inflation forecast playing a central role in setting and communicating monetary policy 
at the Bank of England, the forecasting process has taken on considerable importance.  As an 
illustration, in 1999, the external MPC members complained that they lacked the resources 
needed to enter fully into the debate over the inflation forecast.  In response, the outside 
members were each assigned two economists to assist them with their research. 

At a number of other central banks, the forecast is in principle that of the policymakers but is 
largely generated by the staff, who receive comments from all or some policymakers before 
finalizing it.  The Riksbank’s forecast ultimately belongs to the Executive Board, but the staff 
presents a recommendation on the forecast to the Executive Board members, who evaluate it and 
commission the staff to finalize the Inflation Report with certain changes.  At the Reserve Bank 
of New Zealand, monetary policy, and hence the forecast, is the sole responsibility of the 
Governor.  The staff produces an initial forecast on which the Governor and other senior staff 
provide comments that are incorporated in a revised forecast.  Around two and a half weeks prior 
to the final policy decision, the Governor makes a provisional interest rate decision on which to 
condition the forecast, which typically is finalized about two weeks before publication. 

At two other central banks, only a subset of the policymakers provides input on the staff’s work.  
At the Norges Bank, although the forecast belongs to the entire Executive Board, the Governor 
and Deputy Governor have a predominant role in the process of shaping the forecast.  The 
forecast is produced by the staff; the Governor and Deputy Governor provide some general 
comments and detailed direction on the interest rate forecast, and the staff provides forecasts 
based on alternative interest rate paths.  The main features of the analysis in the Inflation Report 
are presented to the full Executive Board for discussion at a meeting about two weeks before the 
Inflation Report is published.  On the basis of the analysis and discussion, the Executive Board 
assesses the consequences for future interest rate developments and adopts a monetary policy 
strategy for the period to the next Inflation Report.  Similarly, the RBA’s forecast is generated by 
the staff and revised to incorporate comments from the Governor and Deputy Governor, but the 
other members of the Policy Board do not see the forecast until the policy meeting.  The 
Governor decides prior to the meeting on a policy recommendation to present to the Board.  The 
forecast presented to the Board is based on the assumption of a constant interest rate path and is 
updated if the Policy Board decides to change the official interest rate.  Who “owns” the forecast 

10 Report of the Independent Bank of England Commission (2000) p. 21. 
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at the RBA is not clear, but Bank officials describe it as a product of the “Bank as a whole”:  the 
Governor, Deputy Governor and the Bank’s staff, but not the Policy Board. 

The Bank of Canada publishes a consensus forecast of the six-member Governing Council four 
times a year (twice in its Monetary Policy Report and twice in its Update).  The staff produces an 
economic projection four times a year, but it is not published and is used only as the starting 
point for the development of the Governing Council’s outlook.  Indeed, the conditioning 
assumptions of the two forecasts are different.  For example, the Governing Council conditions 
its forecast on a flat path for exchange rates, which the Council views as easier to communicate 
to the public, while the staff forecast uses a model to forecast exchange rates.11 

At the Bank of Japan, Policy Board members write down their individual forecasts, informed by 
the staff’s forecast, which is not published.  The BoJ publishes the range and central tendency of 
the members’ forecasts in its semi-annual Outlook for Economic Activity and Prices.  The report 
accompanying these forecasts provides a coherent description of the state of the economy and the 
outlook.  One week before the Policy Board meeting at which the outlook report is discussed (the 
second meeting in April and October), the BoJ’s staff provides the text to the Board members 
and receives their input.  At the meeting, the Board discusses the text and puts it to a vote: the 
description of the outlook (“The Bank’s View”) is released with the Board policy decision.  
According to the Bank of Japan’s October 2000 minutes, one Board member (Nakahara) argued 
that the Bank should release the staff forecasts with the Policy Board’s approval.  The majority 
thought instead that the public would prefer to know the views of the Policy Board members.   

In contrast, the ECB publishes staff forecasts, which are not endorsed by the Governing Council.  
Issing (2001) argues that the ECB staff projections only provide a particular scenario, but do not 
represent the ultimate synthesis of the Governing Council’s assessment of the euro-area inflation 
outlook.  Of the four quarterly staff forecasts that are published, two are forecasts of the ECB 
staff and two are forecasts of the Eurosystem staff.  The latter require a time-consuming process 
that incorporates important inputs from the staffs of the euro-area national central banks.  Inside 
the ECB, a committee that spans two directorates (Research and Economics) coordinates the 
staff forecasts.  Each of those directorates is overseen by a different member of the Executive 
Board.12  The forecast is that of the staff, but these two members might be expected to have some 
influence over the general outline of the forecast. 

Central banks take different approaches to when they finalize their forecast relative to the policy 
meeting (also see table 1).  In some cases, policymakers simply produce their own forecasts as 

11 Although the results of the staff’s forecast are not published at the Bank of Canada, the details of the main model 
that the staff uses are published. 
12 The member who oversees the Economics directorate presents the forecast to the Governing Council. 
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part of the policy meeting.  In other cases, forecasts are finalized without necessarily including 
the latest policy decision (for example when conditioned on market expectations of interest 
rates), or policymakers come to a tentative policy decision to incorporate into the forecast and 
the forecast is quickly revised if conditions change (an option often used with a predominant 
decision maker).  Finally, prior to the MPC meeting, the Bank of England staff produces a 
forecast conditioned on a constant interest rate path for each plausible monetary policy decision 
that the MPC might take.  Only the forecast based on the rate chosen is published. 

How is disagreement among policy members regarding the forecast handled? 

Only a few central banks publicly show members’ dissents with the baseline forecast:  the 
Norges Bank, the Bank of England, and the Riksbank.  At the Norges Bank, dissent is noted in 
the proceedings of the policy meetings, but these proceedings are not made available until twelve 
years afterwards. 

At the Bank of England, members of the committee may disagree with the forecast; their 
disagreement (without attribution) is noted in the Inflation Report and the alternative views are 
recorded without attribution in the minutes of the MPC meetings.  For example, minutes for the 
November 2005 meeting recorded that, “For one member, there was a case for an immediate 
reduction in the repo rate.  While the November Inflation Report for consumption growth 
appeared plausible, the central projections for investment growth and net trade seemed too 
optimistic.”  Often, identifying which member dissented is relatively easy, especially in this case 
where the minutes also recorded who voted for a reduction in the repo rate (Steven Nickell).13 

At the Riksbank, attributed dissents to the forecast are shown in the published minutes of 
meetings.  For example, the minutes of the December 4, 2002, meeting of the Riksbank=s 
Executive Board show that Second Deputy Governor Eva Srejber entered a reservation against 
the decision to adopt the Inflation Report; she stated her broad agreement with the main scenario 
of the report but did not Ashare the majority view that the downside risks predominate over the 
upside risks.@ 

Although the Bank of Japan does not publish a baseline forecast, it provides some information on 
the diversity of the nine Policy-Board members’ forecasts through the publication of the range 
and the central tendency (the range excluding the highest and lowest forecast).  Exhibit 1 shows 

13 In previous years, the Bank of England reflected the diverse views of MPC members in its Inflation Report 
through the use of Table 6.B, which reported the possible effects on inflation and GDP growth of alternative 
assumptions, but did not identify individual members whose views might differ from the “best collective judgment” 
of the Committee.  Table 6.B has not been used, however, since May 2002, when its primary proponent, Sushil 
Wadhwani, left the MPC, but it could be published again if members desired. 
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the most recently published forecast with the central tendency and median (in square brackets) in 
the top panel and the full range in the bottom panel.  The Board members may dissent (with  

Exhibit 1: Bank of Japan’s Semi-Annual Forecast, October 2006 

attribution) with “The Bank’s View,” and the reasons for their disagreement are listed in the  
minutes.14  The minutes also give some further hints as to the reasons behind the range of views, 

14 Members have dissented on three occasions since the semi-annual report started in October 2000.  For example, 
Policy Board member Nakahara disagreed with the outlook in October 2002: “Mr. Nakahara dissented for the 
following reasons. First, Outlook and Risk Assessment was generally optimistic and lacked sufficient explanation 
about the recent changes in the external environment, particularly the slowing global economy and the change of 
tone in domestic and foreign stock markets.  Second, it did not explicitly touch upon deflationary concern in Japan. 
Third, it discussed inflation risks that were unlikely to materialize given the continuing decline in the CPI, the CSPI, 
and the GDP deflator, as well as the existing substantial output gap. Fourth, it did not mention how the slower 
growth in the monetary base might affect financial markets. And fifth, the view that the current price movements 
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recording comments on the outlook that are not attributed to any particular member or members. 

5.  Content of Published Forecast 

The extent of detail in the published forecasts of central banks varies considerably across the 
banks studied here.  At one end of the range, some banks publish numerical forecasts in charts or 
tables going out several years of a large number of economic variables, make explicit the 
conditioning assumptions, and provide a detailed description of the uncertainty of the forecast.  
At the other end of the range, the published forecast is descriptive, with few or no tables or 
charts, a shorter forecast horizon, vaguely defined conditioning assumptions, and no discussion 
of risks.  The second page of table 1 summarizes the content of the published forecasts.  Despite 
this diversity, over time most central banks have generally expanded the detail in their published 
forecasts, with at least some having lengthened the forecast horizon, increased the number of 
variables published (including the output gap), included more information about conditioning 
assumptions such as the path of the policy interest rate, and provided more information about 
how uncertain their forecasts are.  Table 2 summarizes major changes to the published forecasts. 

What is the forecast horizon? 

As noted in table 1, the central banks we studied all publish forecasts of at least the current year 
and the next.  A majority of the central banks publish forecasts extending three or four years out.  
These banks include all but the RBA, the ECB, and the BoJ. 

Some central banks have lengthened their forecast horizons.  For instance, the Bank of England 
and the Riksbank lengthened their forecast horizons from two years to three years, in August 
2004 and March 2005, respectively.  In each case, this forecast was conditioned on market 
expectations of future interest rates.  The Norges Bank stretched out its forecast horizon to as 
long as four years in June 1999.  For the Norges Bank and the Riksbank, the change was made in 
conjunction with a shift in their inflation targeting regimes to focus more on the medium term, 
especially at times when they feel their economies are subject to shocks that would have 
persistent effects on the economy.  The Norges Bank adopted a somewhat flexible time horizon 
of one to three years for stabilizing inflation at the target; the Riksbank allowed for occasional 
deviations from its usual two-year horizon. 

What forecast variables are published?   

Although all central banks publish a forecast of inflation, they differ significantly in the selection 

would not be a trigger suppressing economic activity was questionable, considering the fact that a  
decline in output prices was the most critical factor for corporate profits.” 
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Table 2:  Selected Changes in Publicly Available Central Bank Forecasts 

New Zealand 

June 1988:   First publication of a forecast.  Staff forecast in the Quarterly Bulletin. 
March 1990:   First Monetary Policy Statement. 
June 1992:   First section explicitly discussing risks to the forecast. 
March 1997: Greatly expanded number of variables published, including output gap.  
June 1997:   Introduce forecast of Monetary Conditions Index (MCI), along with interest 

rate and exchange rate forecasts. 
March 1999:   Discontinued forecast of MCI. 
December 2000:   Reduced number of variables published and the precision of variables 

forecast (to nearest ½ percentage point). 
May 2002: Increased number of variables forecasted. 
June 2006: Precision of forecasts increased (to nearest 0.1 percentage point). 

Canada 

February 2000:   First published Monetary Policy Report Update, increasing publication 
frequency of forecast from semi-annual to quarterly. 

April 2003: First explicit numerical forecast of inflation (previously forecast was 
described in the text). 

April 2004: Extended forecast to include explicit numerical forecast of GDP growth and 
 its components. 
October 2005: First discussion of the risks to the forecast. 

United Kingdom 

February 1996:   Introduced “fan” chart. 
November 1997:   Started publishing forecasts of GDP growth. 
February 1998:   Produced forecasts conditioned on market expectations of interest rates. 
May 2002:   Discontinued Table 6B showing alternative scenarios in Inflation Report 

(based on MPC dissents from main forecast). 
August 2004:   Started emphasizing forecasts based on market expectations of interest  

rates; extended forecast horizon to 3 years (only for forecast based on 
 market expectations). 

Sweden 

December 1997: Introduced a chart of the inflation forecast and an “uncertainty margin” 
around the inflation forecast. 

September 1999: Extended forecast to include explicit numerical forecast of GDP growth and 
its components. (previously forecast was described in the text) 

March 2005: Extended forecast horizon to 3 years.  Started to condition forecast on 
market expectations of interest rates. 
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Norway 

December 1998: Started conditioning projection on market expectations of interest rates 
June 1999: Extended forecast horizon 
December 2000: Introduced “fan” charts. 
March 2001: Reduced frequency of Inflation Reports from quarterly to 3 times a year. 
March 2003: Started publishing forecast of output gap and using markets’ interest rate 

expectations with some added comments 
November 2005: First published interest rate forecast. 

European Central Bank 

September 2004: Started publishing ECB staff forecast (increasing frequency of published 
forecasts from semi-annually to quarterly). 

June 2006: Started conditioning on market expectations of interest rates (the ECB 
previously conditioned on a constant interest rate path). 

Switzerland 

March 2003:   Increased frequency of forecast to quarterly from semi-annually. 

Japan 

April 2006:   Started conditioning on market expectations of interest rates (the BoJ 
previously conditioned on a constant interest rate path). 
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of other forecasted variables that are published.  The second page of table 1 lists the variables for 
which numerical forecasts are published by each of the central banks, either in a table or chart.  
At the opposite extremes are the RBNZ, which publishes forecasts of a host of series in tables 
and charts, and the RBA, which provides a description of its inflation forecast with just a few 
references to numbers in the text. 

For example, the RBA’s November 2006 statement on monetary policy says that: 

“...The forecasts envisage GDP growth will be held down somewhat by the 
drought over the next year, with a modest pick-up to around 3¼ percent 
thereafter.  While exports of raw materials should grow strongly, and the house-
building sector is expected to recover gradually, growth in consumer demand is 
expected to remain moderate and growth in investment is expected to slow from 
recent very high rates. 

With only a modest easing in capacity constraints expected over the 
forecast period, the generalized price pressures currently evident in the economy 
are likely to continue in the near term.  The central forecast is that underlying 
inflation will remain at around 3 percent over the next year.  Thereafter, it may 
decline slightly but is likely to remain near the top of the target band....”   

This statement is not accompanied by any tables or charts and concludes with a very short 
description of the risks to the inflation forecast.  The RBA has gradually provided more detailed 
descriptions over time; it started targeting inflation without providing a forecast at all. 

In contrast, the RBNZ regularly publishes forecasts of a large number of variables (see exhibit 2, 
below) including GDP and its components, a number of measures of inflation, an exchange rate, 
and an interest rate.15  Often the Reserve Bank will also publish explicit forecasts of a variety of 
other variables to provide more details on parts of the forecast that play an important role in its 
description of the outlook.  For example, the RBNZ has recently published a forecast of CPI 
inflation excluding petrol costs.16 

Between these two extremes, all of the other central banks publish numerical forecasts of 
inflation and output, but in some cases not much more.  For example, the Bank of England only 
publishes forecasts for CPI inflation and GDP growth, though it does provide a fan chart around 

15 The variables published include underlying inflation, a nominal trade-weighted exchange rate, 90-day bank bill 
rate, the composition of GDP growth, world GDP and CPI inflation, the household saving rate, terms of trade, 
current account balance, fiscal balance, unemployment rate, labor productivity, employment growth, the output gap, 
potential output growth, labor costs, and import and export prices. 
16 Other recent forecasts include net permanent immigration, the effective mortgage rate, and tradables inflation. 
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these variables.17  However, the central banks in Sweden and Norway are closer to the RBNZ, 
publishing forecasts of additional measures of inflation, components of GDP, and some other 
variables. 

Exhibit 2:  Forecast Summary Table, Reserve Bank of New Zealand, September 2006 

The RBNZ and the Norges Bank are the only two central banks to provide an explicit forecast of 
the output gap.  The RBNZ publishes its forecast of the output gap in a table (see exhibit 2), 
whereas the Norges Bank presents its output gap forecast in a “fan” chart (see exhibit 3, bottom 
right panel) where the forecast is a distribution of outcomes.  Many of the other central banks, 
while they do not publish an explicit forecast of the output gap, make reference to it, to potential 
output growth, or to other capacity measures when describing their forecast for inflation and 
occasionally provide an implicit forecast of these variables in the text.  One concern with 
publishing output gap forecasts is that the output gap is very difficult to measure in real time:  
Orphanides (2001) points out that for the United States, these measurement errors have been 

17 Although quarterly numerical parameters for the fan chart are posted about a week later on the Bank of 
England’s web site, only the fan chart itself is shown in the Inflation Report, so that press reports will focus on the 
contours of and uncertainty surrounding the forecast, rather than the BoE’s central tendancy. 
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quite large.  In part for this reason, the Bank of Canada provides a confidence band around its 
estimate of the recent evolution of the output gap. 

Exhibit 3: Forecast Charts, Norges Bank, November 2006 

A number of central banks publish assumptions or forecasts for exchange rates and oil prices.  In 
several cases, the assumption for exchange rates is a constant path, but the RBNZ, Norges Bank, 
and Riksbank all publish exchange rate forecasts that are not necessarily constant.  Oil prices are 
often assumed to follow the path derived from futures markets.  The RBNZ has on occasion 
published a forecast of house price inflation.  No central bank that we know of publishes a 
forecast of equity market prices. 

The RBNZ and the Riksbank publish forecasts of the government fiscal balance.  Although we 
know of no sharp conflicts in either case between the government and the central bank over their 
published forecasts, the RBNZ has on occasion highlighted the differences.  In its December 
1996 Monetary Policy Statement, just after a general election, the Bank noted that its “economic 
projections—which embody a less optimistic outlook for economic growth than those of the 
Treasury—also lead us to project markedly smaller fiscal surpluses than those expected by the 
Treasury.”  This said, when both the government and the central bank publish macroeconomic 
forecasts, conflicting views of the outlook potentially may complicate the relationship between 
the two entities. 

Central banks generally have increased over time the number of variables for which they publish 
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forecasts.  Initially, many central banks published only inflation forecasts.  Explicit GDP 
forecasts were added at the BoE, Riksbank, and BoC in November 1997, September 1999, and 
April 2004, respectively.  In Canada, early published forecasts did not even include an explicit 
numerical forecast of inflation.  Output gap and interest rate forecasts (see next section) were 
also added in some countries.  One, albeit temporary, exception was that the RBNZ dramatically 
cut the number of published forecasted series in December 2000, only to include some of those 
variables again in May 2002.18  The reason given for the reduction in published forecasts was 
that “the level of detail previously published added little, and may sometimes have created 
misleading impressions.  The previous forecast provided so much detail that a false impression 
may have been created that monetary policy depended heavily on highly detailed and 
mechanistic economic forecasts.”19  The increase in published variables in 2002 occurred after 
the Bank had to respond to repeated questions from outside analysts that in most cases were 
easily addressed by providing more detail about the forecasts. 

What assumptions are made about the policy rate? 

There is also considerable variation across central banks in how they treat policy rates when 
making their forecasts.  Table 1 shows that, of the central banks studied here, four banks 
condition on an interest rate path derived from futures markets, one conditions on an unchanged 
path, two do not specify their interest rate path, and two central banks publish their own interest 
rate forecasts (and another is expected to do so soon).20 

This aspect of publicly available forecasts is perhaps the one that has changed the most recently.  
Whereas a few years ago most central banks published baseline forecasts that were conditioned 
on a path where the nominal policy rate does not change, now only the Swiss National Bank 
does.  Under this constant path, the presumed intent of policymakers is not to suggest that policy 
will adhere to this rate path.  Rather, the presumed intent is to suggest that policymakers will 
adjust the current policy interest rate to bring the inflation forecast near its target by the end of 
the forecast period.  In contrast, the Bank of England, the Riksbank, the European Central Bank, 
and the Bank of Japan, now publish their forecasts based on the assumption of market 
expectations of policy interest rates.21  The Bank of England shows a separate inflation fan chart 

18 To get some idea of the magnitude of the cut, the RBNZ eliminated six of its eight tables providing detail on the 
forecast in December 2000. In May 2002, one table’s worth of series was added back. 
19 Reserve Bank Assistant Governor David Archer, as reported in the December 2000 Monetary Policy Statement. 
20 The interest rate forecasts produced by central banks are unconditional forecasts, where the term “unconditional” 
means that the forecast has not been conditioned on some exogenous path, in this case a path for interest rates.  
These central banks update their forecasts for interest rates as they receive new data. 
21 Most of these central banks detail the implied interest rate path from market instruments in their published 
forecast.  The Bank of Japan notes that although its forecasts are mostly based on market expectations, members are 
not bound to follow that implied path explicitly.  
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based on the assumption that policy rates remain unchanged. 22 

A forecast conditioned on market expectations of interest rates may be more informative during a 
period when monetary policy is expected to change.  Such an assumption could suggest more 
clearly the cumulative change in interest rates that the central bank thinks necessary to bring 
inflation and output closer into line with its objectives, if the forecasts, in fact, come back 
towards the objective.  In addition, an unchanged interest rate path set at a level that is either “too 
high” or “too low” will potentially result in forecasts where either inflation or output growth will 
eventually drop or rise sharply.23  Since this phenomenon is more likely to happen the longer the 
forecast horizon, it is probably not a coincidence that moves away from a constant interest rate 
assumption and moves to extend the forecast horizon tended to happen around the same time. 

Conditioning the forecast on interest rates implied by futures markets may entail some problems.  
Some might perceive that using financial markets’ expectations gives too much influence to the 
markets in monetary policy decisions.  Recently, labor unions in Sweden have worried about 
precisely this latter point, and have pushed the Riksbank to consider providing its own forecast 
of interest rates, which it will likely start doing soon.  Second, others might worry that such a 
path for interest rates would be perceived as a commitment by the central bank.  Third, some 
researchers suggest that using market expectations as a conditioning assumption may be 
inconsistent with models that the central bank is using to generate forecasts.  Finally, Faust and 
Leeper (2005) argue that conditional forecasts are not very informative about the central banks’ 
preferences over its objectives or the likely path of policy:  a forecast conditioned on market 
interest rates is not more informative than any other conditional forecast. 

Two central banks publish their own forecast of policy interest rates.24  Since 1997, the Reserve 
Bank of New Zealand has published a forecast of the interest rate path.  This forecast is the one 
that would be consistent with inflation moving to the middle of the target range over a horizon of 
one to two years, and the RBNZ uses that policy forecast as the basis for its inflation and GDP 
forecasts.  This forecast is primarily model-based, using a monetary policy reaction function to 
generate the interest rate path.  The Governor does make some adjustments to the forecast for 

22 Usually the forecast based on market rates is the only one presented in the Inflation Report’s introduction, but in 
August 2005, the forecast based on a constant rate path was included to highlight the different implications of those 
paths.  Market expectations of future rates were considerably lower than anyone on the MPC thought was 
reasonable; the forecast conditioned on this path had inflation overshooting the 2-percent inflation target at the two-
year horizon, while the one conditioned on a constant-rate path was close to the target.  Governor Mervyn King also 
pointed out the differences between the two forecasts in his press conference on the report. 
23 Forecasts that are produced from models are perhaps more likely to be subject to this effect.  
24 The Colombian central bank (not studied here) also published a projection for the policy interest rate path but 
discontinued that practice in June 2004 following a period when exchange rate appreciation prompted the bank to 
ease policy rather than to tighten as it had previously projected. 
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interest rates, but it is not clear that the forecast necessarily represents what the Governor 
actually would do if things were to develop in the way the forecast anticipates.25 

From June 1997 until the late 1990s, the RBNZ published its interest rate forecast as part of its 
forecast of a monetary conditions index (MCI), a weighted-average of the short-term interest rate 
and the trade-weighted exchange rate.  The MCI was used to guide and describe monetary 
policy.26  The RBNZ ultimately found the MCI unsatisfactory as market participants tended to 
expect the RBNZ to automatically adjust interest rates in response to exchange rate movements.  
The Bank had difficulty communicating the difference between exchange rate shocks that it 
would offset (portfolio shocks) and exchange rate shocks that it would not offset (real shocks), 
illustrating the potential pitfalls associated with publishing forecasts of intermediate targets or 
indicators to communicate about monetary policy.27 

Starting with its November 2005 Inflation Report, the Norges Bank began publishing its own 
interest rate forecasts and its own exchange rate forecasts, with “fan charts” showing the 
probability distribution around each baseline forecast.  As noted above, the Governor’s main 
input into the forecasting process is to provide extensive feedback on the interest rate path; 
however the initial path is produced using a simple reaction function including output gaps and 
inflation.  This reaction function is meant to approximate a more complex rule that reflects all of 
the objectives that the Governor is trying to balance, and therefore the parameters of the reaction 
function are updated to reflect his guidance.  These parameters are not published; however, the 
Norges Bank’s use of alternative scenarios may communicate some information about its policy 
reaction function.  The Bank compares the new projection of the interest rate path with that in the 
previous Report, and shows the change in the interest rate path due to the change in the inflation 
projection and the change due to the change in the projection for the output gap.  Any remaining 
change may suggest a change in the reaction function parameters. 

What is the main forecast scenario? 

For the Swiss National Bank, RBA, and the Riksbank, the main scenario is the most likely path 
(the mode of the distribution of the policymakers’ consensus forecast).  The Riksbank’s Inflation 
Report also has a table that reports the mean.  The central tendency of the BoE’s forecast 
distribution (its “fan” charts, shown in exhibit 4) corresponds to the mode of the distribution of 
outcomes for a given profile of interest rates.  However, the BoE uses the mean forecast in 

25 The Bank of Canada’s staff projections also incorporate a policy reaction function, but those projections are not 
published and are only one input into the Governing Council’s published outlook. 
26 The Bank of Canada also used an MCI to communicate information about monetary policy, without providing a 
forecast of it.  See Longworth and Freedman (2000) for further details. 
27 See Svensson (2001). 
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making comparisons with outside forecasts and (ex-post) with actual outcomes, because the BoE 
considers the mean to be the single statistic that best reflects the entire probability distribution 
(including the balance of risks).  In contrast, the Bank of Japan does not publish one scenario, but 
rather a complete and a trimmed range of individual Policy Board members’ forecasts28 as well 
as the median of those forecasts.  These ranges describe the dispersion of Committee members’ 
views, rather than the members’ views about the dispersion of possible outcomes. 

Exhibit 4: Fan charts from the Bank of England, November 2006 
(GDP left, CPI right) 

How is uncertainty conveyed in the presentation of the forecasts? 

The central banks studied generally have sought to convey that their forecasts are subject to 
uncertainty and are unlikely to be exactly realized.  However, there is a wide range of practice in 
characterizing forecast uncertainty.  In most central banks, the published report includes a 
discussion of some of the main risks to the forecast.  In some cases, the report also makes an 
assessment about whether these risks are skewed to the upside or the downside.  The Bank of 
England, Bank of Canada, and Bank of Japan are among those that characterize the balance of 
risks to the forecast. 

Since February 1996, the Bank of England has presented a probability distribution (“fan” chart) 
of possible outcomes to reflect the range of uncertainty around the policymakers’ consensus 
forecast over the forecast period (see exhibit 4).  The Riksbank and Norges Bank also later 
adopted this approach (see exhibits 5 and 2, respectively).  The Riksbank points out that not only 
the point estimate but also the whole distribution matters for the policy decision.  In that way, the 
presentation of a probability distribution helps to communicate the Executive Board=s outlook 
and its rationale for policy decisions.  At the Riksbank, the staff fits a two-piece normal 
distribution around the modal forecast of several variables considered to be determinants of 

28 These forecasts are the figures to which the individual members attach the highest probability.  
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inflation.  These distributions are weighted together to obtain a distribution for the inflation 
forecast that is presented to the Executive Board.  The Board members have the opportunity to 
express a view about whether they would like the variance or skewness to be tweaked.  The 
consensus of these views is formally known as their “risk assessment.” 

Exhibit 5:  Riksbank’s CPI Forecast, Third-Quarter 2006 

The procedure for preparing fan charts at the Bank of England is similar to that of the Riksbank 
but the MPC members are more directly involved in the forecast at each stage.  As at the 
Riksbank, MPC members express views as to whether they believe uncertainty is higher or lower 
than average and whether there is skewness.  The Norges Bank also discusses uncertainty in its 
Inflation Report and includes fan charts for inflation and the output gap.29  For other forecast 
variables, such as foreign GDP and foreign inflation, a table is shown with specific numbers. 

The ECB conveys forecast uncertainty by expressing its forecasts as ranges (see exhibit 6).  The 
width of the ranges is based on the differences between actual outcomes and projections by the 
Eurosystem staff in recent years.30 

29 In contrast to the fan charts we described above, the forecast uncertainty bands that are shown in the Greenbook 
are produced using stochastic simulations of the FRB/US model and checked against a method that uses actual 
Greenbook forecast errors (since the late 1970s).  These methods are described in a memorandum to the FOMC by 
David Reifschneider, Robert Tetlow, and Peter Tulip (March 11, 2004). 
30 The width of the ranges is twice the average absolute value of these differences. 
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Exhibit 6: European Central Bank, Staff Forecast, September 2006  

The RBNZ for a few years tried to convey uncertainty by scaling back the level of precision in 
its forecasts, reporting to the nearest ½ percentage point and later to the nearest ¼ percentage 
point rather than to the tenth decimal place.  A report by Svensson (2001) on the RBNZ 
suggested that it follow the lead of the Bank of England and the Riksbank and convey 
uncertainty with confidence intervals.  In June 2006 the Reserve Bank returned to reporting 
forecasts in tenths of a percentage point, but did not adopt confidence intervals for its forecasts. 

The RBNZ instead conveys uncertainty in its forecast by a discussion of the risks, and also by 
presenting alternative scenarios to highlight the possible results of changes in key assumptions.  
For example, the June 2006 Monetary Policy Statement presented inflation and interest rate paths 
under the assumption that higher oil prices would lead to higher inflation expectations, and the 
September Statement looked at scenarios where inflationary pressures from domestic demand 
growth were higher and lower than in the baseline forecast.   

6.  Presentation of Published Forecast 

What is the frequency of published forecasts versus the frequency of meetings? 

Generally, most central banks have moved to publishing their forecast around three or four times 
a year.  As noted in table 2, a number of the central banks studied here have increased the 
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frequency of their forecasts from semi-annual to quarterly, including the RBNZ, the Swiss 
National Bank, the ECB, and the Bank of Canada.  For both the Bank of Canada and the ECB, 
two of these forecasts are reported as shorter updates.  In the case of the ECB, the two more 
thorough-going forecasts are those of the whole Eurosystem staff, produced in a time-consuming 
process whereby the ECB staff interacts with the staffs of the member central banks.  The other 
two times a year (those added in 2004), the forecast is that of the ECB staff alone, done in the 
same overall manner as the Eurosystem staff forecast, but without the extensive input of the 
member central bank staffs.  In contrast, the Norges Bank reduced the number of Inflation 
Reports per year from four to three in 2001, and the Riksbank did the same in 2006.31 

Publishing forecasts three or four times a year means that almost none of the central banks 
studied (the SNB, which only meets once a quarter, being the exception) publishes a new 
forecast for each meeting.32  Thus the discussion of policy actions issued to the public after 
meetings often focuses on how new information may have changed the outlook since the last 
forecast, rather than pointing to a new staff or policy board forecast.  For instance, the Bank of 
England’s Monetary Policy Committee meets twelve times a year, but produces and publishes a 
forecast only quarterly.  Although the MPC can make a policy move at any of its meetings, 
around ¾ of all interest rate changes in the past five years have occurred at the four meetings a 
year that correspond to the release of its Inflation Report.  Some other central banks are also 
more likely to change their policy rates at a meeting after which a forecast is published, but to a 
lesser extent than at the BoE. 

When is the forecast released relative to the timing of the policy meeting? 

The published forecast is most often released at the same time as a policy announcement.  In a 
few cases, such as the BoE, BoC and RBA, the forecast and accompanying commentary are 
published within a week after the meeting.   

What kind of commentary is released along with the forecasts? 

All the central banks studied release commentary on the economy along with their forecasts; for 
most of them, the forecast is published as an integral part of an inflation report, with extensive 
commentary on current developments and the outlook.  For example, the Riksbank organizes its 
whole Inflation Report as a discussion of the consequences of various factors for the inflation 

31 For relatively small central banks, staff resources may be a motivating factor in reducing the number of published 
forecasts. 
32 Some central banks produce unpublished forecasts for the remaining policy meetings.  For example, the Riksbank 
produces an Update to the Inflation Report (the Inflationsuppföljning) which contains a forecast of all the main 
variables. 
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forecast.  In contrast, the ECB includes its relatively brief discussion of the outlook as an article 
(four times a year) in its monthly bulletin and does not integrate the outlook with the analysis of 
the euro-area economy that is found elsewhere in the monthly bulletin; it does not publish a 
separate inflation report. 

Almost all of the central banks make some policymaker (usually the governor or central bank 
president) publicly available for questions in some way following the release of the forecast:  the 
most common means is through a press conference (table 1).  At the Bank of England, Mervyn 
King held a press conference upon the release of the Inflation Report when he was deputy 
governor and chief economist, and he has continued to do so as governor.  ECB President Trichet 
holds a press conference after each of the monthly meetings of the Governing Council, including 
the four at which the quarterly staff forecast is released.   

Many central banks also have their heads testify about the outlook before their legislatures, 
including the governors of the Bank of Canada, the Riksbank, the Bank of England and the 
Reserve Bank of Australia.  In all cases, these testimonies occur before a sub-committee of the 
legislature whose responsibilities include the legislation for the central bank, such as a finance 
committee or a treasury committee.  In New Zealand, the governor presents the outlook to the 
RBNZ’s Board, which consists of government-appointed overseers of monetary policy. 

7.  Consequences of Publishing Forecasts 

Observers seem to generally agree that the published forecasts of central banks have improved 
central bank communications, and many have praised central banks for the quality of their 
forecast publications.  Greater communication by central banks may have increased political or 
public support for central bank independence.  In addition, the fact that more central banks have 
started publishing forecasts and that central banks have in most cases broadened the amount of 
detail in their published forecasts might be taken as evidence of the usefulness with which these 
institutions regard them.   

However, we do not have much quantitative evidence to support the view that publishing 
forecasts has improved monetary policy communications or outcomes.  In principle, information 
from central banks that increases markets’ and the public’s understanding of the central bank’s 
view of the economy and the central bank’s goals may make it easier to predict monetary policy 
actions on the basis of incoming data.  Some researchers have presented evidence that official 
interest rate changes have become more predictable in a number of advanced economies, 
including the United States, and that the smaller response of market interest rates to a change in 
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official rates is associated with greater central bank “transparency.”33  Although these studies do 
not look directly at the effects of published forecasts, they make use of indexes of transparency 
that include the publishing of a forecast or the extent of detail in the published forecast.  Fracasso 
et al. (2003) provides some more direct evidence by looking at how the quality of inflation 
reports affects the extent of official interest rate surprises (a measure of how predictable policy 
rate changes are) in a panel of inflation targeters.  They find that higher-quality inflation reports 
are associated with smaller monetary policy surprises.  However, it is not clear in which 
direction the causality runs; moreover, their sample includes many emerging market economies, 
which generally have lower quality ratings on their inflation reports and greater interest rate 
surprises.34 

Although the release of a central-bank forecast does seem to affect short-term interest rates (see 
below), we cannot reliably detect any significant effects of publishing a forecast on most other 
macroeconomic outcomes.35  As noted in our January 2005 background paper for the FOMC, we 
reached a similar conclusion for the adoption of an explicit numerical inflation objective:  
Because central banks have similar objectives for monetary policy and we have only a relatively 
short data sample, we can probably only rule out the conclusion that self-described “inflation 
targeting” (IT) central banks and non-IT banks have dramatically different outcomes.  We also 
reviewed some research suggesting that, although not definitive, the weight of the evidence 
favored the view that long-term inflation expectations in inflation-targeting economies may be 
somewhat better anchored than in non-inflation-targeting economies.  Since the adoption of an 
inflation objective was often accompanied by starting to publish a forecast (within a few years), 
we might similarly conclude that the effects of forecast publishing may be limited, and that how 
much better anchored expectations are as a result of releasing a forecast is very difficult to 
identify. 

Given that the evidence on the effects of publishing a forecast is limited, it is not surprising that 
we also cannot discern substantial differences in economic outcomes and banks’ ability to 
communicate despite the fairly wide range of practice described above.  Although a number of 
researchers have pressed central banks to publish more information about their forecasts, others 
argue that central banks should only publish the most important information to focus their 

33 Muller and Zelmer (1999) present evidence for Canada.  Haldane and Read (2000) present evidence for the United 
Kingdom and the United States.  Poole, Rasche and Thorton (2002) present evidence that FOMC statements have 
made future moves more predictable in the United States. Ehrmann and Fratscher (2005) find that ECB interest rate 
moves are about as predictable as those of the Federal Reserve, and more predictable than those of the BoE.
34 Leeper (2003) provides a qualitative review of the inflation reports of several central banks. 
35 Chortareas et al. (2002) is one example of a paper that finds that more “transparency” in published forecasts is 
associated with lower average inflation outcomes, but not lower inflation volatility.  They define full transparency 
as: publishing a forecast, publishing forward looking analysis, discussing forecast errors, and discussing the risks to 
the forecast. As Carpenter (2004) notes, Chortareas et al. do not identify a causal relationship:  central banks that 
pursue sound monetary policies may also wish to publish more information.   
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communication.  For example, the RBNZ reduced some of the detail of its forecast that it 
publishes.  In addition, the Bank of England is regarded to have been successful in its use of 
forecasts to enhance communication, although compared to the other central banks studied it 
releases less detail about its forecast.  While the Bank publishes the entire distribution of its 
forecast in its fan charts, it releases the statistics behind the charts only with a lag and provides 
neither output gap forecasts nor its own view of future interest rate developments.36  However, 
even the Bank of England has increased the amount of detail it provides in its forecasts, 
including the introduction of fan charts, a GDP forecast, and a forecast conditioned on market 
expectations of interest rates. 

The extent of detail provided in the published forecast may depend on the intent of the central 
bank.  The forecast can be used to communicate information about the central bank’s assessment 
of the economic outlook, or the central bank’s preferences, or both.  To stay with our example of 
the Bank of England, the Bank states that it uses the Inflation Report to convey information 
about the outlook, but not its goals, perhaps because the Bank has already been given explicit 
goals by the government.  This may explain why the BoE publishes the level of information that 
it does.  

What assessments have been made of forecast track records? 

Many central banks periodically evaluate their forecasting track records in speeches, inflation 
reports and other central bank work (such as bulletin articles), evaluating the performance of the 
forecast relative to those of other forecasters and alternative models, as well as testing for biases 
and forecast rationality.  These assessments find that, while far from perfect, central bank 
forecasts compare relatively favorably.  For example, Turner (2006) in the RBNZ Quarterly 
Bulletin noted that the root mean squared errors (RMSE) of the Bank’s forecasts for most 
variables were at least comparable to those from Consensus Forecasts, and for inflation and 
interest rates they were somewhat better.  In addition to annual assessments of the past three 
years’ forecasts37, Riksbank economists have compared the official forecasts to those from two 
structural models (an identified Bayesian vector autoregression and a dynamic general 
equilibrium model).38  Official forecasts have lower RMSEs for forecast horizons of one year or 
less, but the model-based forecasts perform better at longer horizons.  Other central banks, 
including the Norges Bank and the Bank of England, also regularly provide assessments of past 
forecasts. 

36 One might argue that by not providing an explicit mode at the time of publication, the Bank of England is being 
more transparent, because it is being more upfront about the low likelihood that its modal forecast will be realized. 
37 The Riksbank, in its first Inflation Report each year, provides comparisons of the previous three years’ forecasts 
with those of outside forecasters and with actual outcomes.  These comparisons also provide a basis for the annual 
parliamentary assessment of the Riksbank’s monetary policy. 
38 Adolfson et al. (2006). 
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In addition, some central banks have invited outside observers to evaluate their forecasting 
ability and publish reports of their findings.  For example, the Bank of England invited Adrian 
Pagan (2003) to review its forecast models and performance, and a review of the RBNZ’s 
forecasting model was included in a more general report by Lars Svensson (2001).  Both of these 
reviews of past performance were quite positive.  Svensson said that RBNZ forecasting was 
“best practice.”  Pagan noted that two issues raised in previous Bank of England analyses and in 
outside commentary—the bias in the forecasts and the persistence of forecast errors—were 
minor but suggested that the Bank might pay some more attention to the joint distribution of 
errors (errors were largest when inflation and GDP growth were negatively related).  He also 
suggested that greater attention be paid to auxiliary models. 

Despite relatively favorable assessments both by central banks and by outside assessors, 
published central bank forecasts are not without their critics.  Sims (2002) criticizes central 
banks for not using more Bayesian techniques when forecasting, which he believes could 
improve forecasts that are already of “high quality.”  Faust and Wright (2006) find some 
evidence that the Bank of England’s forecast is not efficient (information known at the time the 
forecast was made is correlated with the forecast error) when the conditioning assumption for 
interest rates is taken into account. 

How have central banks handled obvious forecast errors?   

Central banks have used their forecast reports to address obvious past forecast errors.  Other 
central bank communication, including speeches and testimonies, have also sometimes been 
devoted to explaining why the economy evolved significantly differently from the baseline 
projection and to underscore that forecasts are uncertain.  For example, Swedish inflation was 
below target and below the Riksbank forecasts during 2004 and 2005.  According to the Inflation 
Report for the first quarter of 2006, experiments with its macroeconomic model suggested that 
the Riksbank’s overprediction of inflation likely occurred because of higher productivity growth 
and lower import prices than it had expected.  The Riksbank also compared its forecast 
performance with outside forecasts, pointing out that at times the Riksbank forecast was closer to 
outcomes than the average of outside forecasts.39  Another example is that Canadian inflation 
turned out to be much higher than forecast in late 2002 and early 2003.  The twelve-month rate 
rose above 4 percent, significantly above the Bank of Canada’s 1-to-3-percent target range for 
inflation.  In its April 2003 Monetary Policy Report, the Bank suggested that the reasons for the 
forecast error were higher-than-expected prices of oil and natural gas, an unforeseen sharp rise in 
insurance premiums, and an economy that was operating closer to its capacity limits than had 

39 One complication in evaluating forecasts was that the Riksbank used the conditioning assumption of a constant 
policy interest rate during part of the period studied. 
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been anticipated.  The rest of the report went on to outline the reasons that inflation would 
decline in coming months. 

What has been the public/market response to the publication of forecasts? 

Some attention has been devoted to the effects of releasing forecasts on financial markets or on 
public expectations.  For example, Andersson et al. (2006) examine the immediate effects on the 
term structure of Swedish interest rates of the release of the Riksbank’s Inflation Report, as well 
as central bank speeches, minutes, and the unexpected component of changes in the repo rate and 
in data releases.  They find that the information in the publication of the Inflation Report, which 
they measure as the difference between the inflation forecast and the inflation target, has a 
significant effect on interest rates with a maturity of one year or less.  They find a much larger 
effect on the yield curve of a surprise change in the policy rate, and they caution that interpreting 
the effect of releasing the forecast is difficult because its publication coincides with some of the 
policy interest rate announcements.  Clare and Courtenay (2001) also find some evidence that 
financial variables react to the release of the Bank of England’s Inflation Report. 

What problems have central banks had with using forecasts to communicate? 

In general, central banks that publish forecasts have not had any serious problems using their 
forecasts to communicate, though they have faced some challenges.  Some of these we have 
already pointed out above, for example the resistance of labor unions to the Riksbank’s decision 
to condition its forecasts on market interest rates and the RBNZ experience publishing an MCI 
forecast. 
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